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THE CITY OF LO-SANG-EE-LAIS
IS NOWJJVIDE OPEN TOWN

Former Newspaper Man, Revenue Officer and All Round
Good Fellow, Hands New Mayor of the City
of Angels a Real Tart Lemon.

articles remaining on hand at the
inventory period, and so determine their exact cost. In others,
because of conservative accounting methods, flat percentages
have been deducted after determining inventory values. Others
use a fixed average, based upon
costs of prior years, or fail to include all merchandise to which
they have title in their inventory.
All of these methods, which have
the effect of reducing tax liability, are contrary to the regulations of the Bureau and are illustrative of numerous irregularities
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Despite the fact that I have
lived the life of a Bohemian for
above forty years, three weeks
in the metropolis of the Southland, to wit.: Los Angeles, has
convinced me that the desert is
good enough for me, as a per-
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Personal

and Social Chatter About Things That Interests
the People Around Wickenburg and
the Immediate Vicinity.

There were but one or two of Every time you stick a Thrift
Wickenburg residents who or War Savings Stamp on your
visited the Prescott Fair this card, you are mailing money to
year, which is no surprise, seeyourself.
ing it was so poorly advertised.
Indulgence for a few sins of
The heavy overhead expense of
and commission are atimporting a Los Angeles machine omission
tributed
week to the fact
this
made cowboy outfit ate up all
that
the
inky-pressman-type-setthe advertising fund possibly and ting-editor
was busy moving in
failed to draw. A 5 and 10 cent
an effort to save rent.
show in all the theatres was a
Somebody is gettisg the use of
poor innovation to say the least,
four
millions in money derived
for drawing gate receipts in this
state which has always boasted from road bonds, that is costing
of the real, genuine range made, the taxpayers $185,000 a year.
Indian fighting, soldier cowboys.
Cowboys and sheepmen with
their families are coming in to
How About It, Mr. Corpora- make this their usual habitat.
tion Commissioner?
Our little story on road matters
has
found response, and all good
H. B. Watson, Editor State
citizens
are requested by the secMiner:
retary of the Phoenix chamber
As a stockholder in the Blue
our

Monster Copper Company of Arizona I wish to ask your opinion
of said company; what you think
of it; if its any good or ever will
be; said stock ain’t listed yet. I
paid 50c a share for mine. I receive your paper pretty regularly
I enjoy reading same. Hoping
to hear from you, please give me
your candid opinion and oblige.

of commerce, to send in everything relating to road matters
their condition and improvement,
that you know anc’ can suggest.
Have you paid up your subscription.
A red or blue pencil
mark encircling your name is a
warning to pay up.

The Arizona Highway Dept, is
open for suggestions and advice
Yours Respectfully,
on roadways, travel and practical
J. T. S., North Billerica, Mass. methods for improving
it from

How To Attract and Inspire
Mining Investors.
The State Miner’s mission in
this field is to give publicity to
efforts of local endeavor in mining and industrial enterprises. It
makes nor exacts any fixed price
for this work, but stipulates that
“stories” of mining discoveries
and development must be truthful and not misleading. All stock
ventures are encouraged so long
as we know the funds therefrom
are spent in honest development
of this state’s resources and the
corporation laws of Arizona are
complied with. Our endeavors
at all times will be to encourage
the investors whose money is being used to develop the resources
of this section and to inspire others to come in and help.
Every
week brings inquiries about certain properties, which are truthfully answered and if the management is carrying out a fixed
policy of development, even tho
it be but a prospect, our assistance is on tap in any capacity
that long experience has fitted
us for, for the asking. We don’t
believe in indiscriminate boosting
of ventures that have no merit to
the ultimate discomffiture of the
investors who get no returns on
their money and whose repetition
of disaster only serves to give
the country “a black eye.” All
operators are invited to send in
copies of their reports which will
gladly be given prominence and

time to time. Garages along the
Wickenburg-Prescott
and Wickenburg-Parker routes can “pull
trade” this way by dropping a
postal card once a week to the
department which will publicise
and post the same for benefit of
the traveling public.
Tomorrow (Saturday) evening
there will be a Roosevelt Memorial dance at Baxter’s hall, the
proceeds of which are to swell
the memorial fund to erect a big
park and mausoleum
at Oyster
Bay in honor of the dead soldier
and ex-president.
Are you

a subscriber

to the

State Miner? If not. Why not£
A petition should be circulated
at once for signers to pledge financial assistance in the drilling
of a hole in search of oil. The
Home Oil company has a dozen
or more sections of oil land that
could be hypothecated
to the
signers as security for their financial pledges. If only artesian
water were encountered it would
justifythe expense, from a standpoint of remuneration.

Therfe is to be a Roosevelt Memorial dance at Baxter’s hall on
tomorrow night, to which are to
be added features of intrinsic
value designed to make the occasion enjoyable and memorable.
“Bucky” Lambert and the Principal, are lining up some original
ideas that are real live ones, tho
they be in honor of the dead. It
is a worthy cause in honor of a
reaches the stockholders by sim- progressive American even tho
ply mailing them a marked copy you may be of a different politiof the paper containing it.
cal faith.

